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New episodes of A Place to Call
Home and Wentworth now
available on Presto
- See the episode of A Place to Call Home Seven never broadcast
- Plus the third season of the Logie Award winning Wentworth
New episodes of two of Australia’s favourite drama series – A Place to Call Home and Wentworth –
are now available to stream on demand on Presto.
From today, the dramatic alternate ending to the finale of season two of the hit Aussie drama A Place
to Call Home has been added to Presto. The episode, which was never broadcast on the Seven
Network, gives fans of the sweeping romantic period drama the chance to see the final minutes that
change everything.
Presto TV and Presto Entertainment bundle subscribers can also binge on the first two complete
seasons of A Place to Call Home, which has won over Australian viewers in their droves.
Created by Bevan Lee (Packed to the Rafters, Winners and Losers, Always Greener), A Place to Call
Home is set in 1950s rural Australia and follows the lives of the Blighs, a wealthy and complicated
pastoralist family, who live in Inverness, NSW.
The cast features AACTA award winner Marta Dusseldorp as Sarah Adams, Noni Hazlehurst as
Elizabeth Bligh, Brett Climo as George Bligh, Craig Hall as Dr. Jack Duncan, Sara Wiseman as
Carolyn Bligh, David Berry as James Bligh, Arianwen Parkes-Lockwood as Olivia Bligh, Abby Earl
as Anna Bligh, Aldo Mignone as Gino Poletti, Jenni Baird as Regina Standish, Frankie J. Holden as
Roy Briggs, Deborah Kennedy as Doris Collins, Ben Winspear as Rene Nordmann and Heather
Mitchell as Prudence Swanson.
The third series of A Place to Call Home, premiering on Foxtel’s SoHo Channel on Sunday,
September 27, will be available to Presto subscribers in 2016.
Also joining Presto this month is the highly anticipated third season of the Logie award-winning,
internationally acclaimed, Foxtel produced drama series Wentworth.
Presto TV and Presto bundle subscribers can now access all three seasons of Wentworth.
The third season resumes four months after Bea Smith’s bold escape and ruthless murder of Brayden
Holt.
Having returned to Wentworth Correctional Centre, Bea has assumed the mantle of Top Dog, hailed by
all – including Franky Doyle – as a worthy successor. Franky may no longer be Top Dog but she’s not
about to forget how Liz lagged on her, and Boomer is set make Liz pay. Doreen’s baby bump is growing
and Ferguson is watching her closely. While Vera’s instincts are more attuned to Ferguson’s scheming,
Will is none the wiser despite Fletch’s apparent hit and run accident.

Wentworth stars Danielle Cormack as Bea Smith, Nicole da Silva as Franky Doyle, Pamela Rabe as
Joan Ferguson, Kate Atkinson as Vera Bennett, Celia Ireland as Liz Birdsworth, Shareena Clanton
as Doreen Anderson, Katrina Milosevic as Sue “Boomer” Jenkins, Aaron Jeffery as Matthew “Fletch”
Fletcher and Robbie Magasiva as Will Jackson. Supporting cast includes Socratis Otto as Maxine
Conway, Georgia Chara as Jess Warner and Jacquie Brennan as Linda Miles.
For new subscribers, Presto is currently offering a free 30-day trial^ of the Presto Entertainment bundle
subscription.
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